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I N T ROD U C T ION

The Saugeen Shores Design Guidelines have been developed to provide the community, town staff, and 
developers with a common reference and guideline for identifying and enhancing the qualities and character 
of the Town in new development along the Highway 21 corridor and High Street.  Residents of the Town 
highly value the small town atmosphere, high quality of life, tourism amenities, and cultural heritage of their 
town, as well as the proximity of their communities to Lake Huron.

Port Elgin – ‘World’s Best Sunset”  
Public descriptions of Port Elgin typically portray the community as a fun, contemporary, and inviting beach 
community and attribute its character to: 
 • A comparatively more commercial atmosphere than the rest of Saugeen Shores with a long,   
  straight commercial ribbon that is the backbone of the Town; 
 •  A thriving young, family-based community; 
 •  A laid back atmosphere attributed to a robust beach / tourist economy; and 
 •  A historical / traditional downtown complemented by new commercial development and housing. 
 
Residents of ‘Port’ regard their sunset to be one of the best in the world. This iconic image is confirmed in 
all forms of media, from promotional material through the Municipality’s logo, and is a great starting point 
for development of the design guidelines.  In combination with the keywords identified in the community’s 
branding exercise, the design guidelines for ‘Port’ need to support the atmosphere of a vibrant, relaxed, 
family-oriented beach community with a beautiful waterfront and picturesque sunset as a backdrop.  

There are six distinct areas under the Town’s control that contribute to the overall atmosphere of the corridor.
District Guidelines have been developed for each of these areas.
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Principles   
Future development will provide new opportunities to contribute to the aesthetics and function of the existing 
built form of the community. Design issues and local values expressed by the community form the basis of 
the guidelines: 

Unique Community  
 • Reinforce the design identity of both Port Elgin and Southampton; 
 • Reflect natural heritage resources; 
 • Create coherence while fostering creativity; 
 • Reflect the cultural heritage and value the past history of each community; and 
 •  Reinforce the unique features, views and distinctive urban built form that define the character of   
  each community.  

Intimate Community  
 • Create streets where people can walk around and see each other face-to-face; 
 • Provide accessible public places where people can walk, sit, play, relax, and talk; 
 • Enhance our public spaces and define them with interesting buildings, art, and trees; 
 •  Support a full range of accessible community businesses and services that are vibrant and foster   
  our commercial cores as destinations; and 
 •  Provide a variety of housing opportunities for all segments of the community. 

Inviting Community  
 •  Provide a clear wayfinding system so that it is both easy to find and to get to the places that 
  people want to go;  
 •  Provide a high quality experience that is recognized by the continuity and quality of the built   
  environment (things don’t feel out of place); 
 •  Encourage lighting that provides safety and security while minimizing light pollution; 
 •  Have a high level of security reflected in design features to help people feel safe and secure   
  without high fences and cameras; and 
 •  Recognize that our main street is also our main traffic corridor, and use design to promote   
  accessibility and circulation of pedestrian, bicycle, and automobile traffic. 
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Port Elgin Corridor Neighbourhood District  
Transitional Areas are found along the corridor to the North and South of Port Elgin’s traditional downtown.  
These districts provide a transition between the intensively developed downtown core and the more extensive 
highway commercial areas. This area is also undergoing a gradual transition, with historically residential 
buildings adjacent to the corridor being converted to or replaced with office and commercial developments. 
The high quality and stability of existing residential development, coupled with a lot fabric that is less 
conducive to development than other areas in the Town, limits opportunities for large-scale redevelopment in 
this area; however there is a desire to ensure that changes to this area maintain a livable environment.

Area Specific Goals and Objectives:  
 The principal goals for this area are to uphold the area as an attractive and comfortable place to live by 
permitting development that corresponds with the existing residential character, and to maintain a buffer 
between Highway Commercial areas and the downtown.  Objectives towards these goals include: 
 •  To establish an appropriate building line and height in new development; 
 •  To maintain residential building character where appropriate 
 •  To encourage complementary landscaping treatments  
 •  To manage and mitigate undesirable impacts of development on adjacent uses  
 •  To provide improved pedestrian connectivity to and along both sides of the corridor 
 •  To maintain or improve traffic circulation. 

Implementation  
Each district guideline provides specific recommendations related to four topic areas: Landmarks & 
Edges; The Street; The Site; and The Environment. 
 
The guidelines are to be used by Municipal Council, Municipal Staff, Development Applicants, 
and members of the community to prepare and review the suitability of public and private 
development proposals.  Proponents are required to demonstrate a clear continuity of the design 
identity from the guidelines to submissions of their development proposal.   

 
This design guideline is intended to be a living document and a resource for achieving the 
community design vision over time. The recommendations included in these guidelines 
are intended to be implemented whenever the opportunity arises. Some changes can be 
made immediately; others may take years to realize. Regardless of the timeline, these 
recommendations are important to achieving the community design vision.
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1.  Landmarks 
   
Port Elgin is a  destination community in the Town of Saugeen Shores that interprets and addresses its 
proximity to Lake Huron in several ways.

A landmark within a community can be a sign, landscape feature, work of art, building, or other feature that 
defines or represents the community, a neighbourhood, downtown, or attractions.  Landmarks can be simple 
or complex, small or large, specific to a single site or extend over several blocks, but should always be 
readily associated with the theme they represent

Whether public or private in nature, development in this district should strive to create or support landmarks 
that further Port Elgin’s family beach community theme.

Landmarks in this district should:

Single Landmarks help to create an identity and orient visitors in the area to a 
specific location. Landmarks typically signify an entrance, intersection, or destination, 
and might entail a specialized structure, landscaping, signage, and/or lighting.  The 
Southampton Flag Pole at Dominion Point is an excellent single landmark 
 
Multiple Landmarks consist of a SERIES OF TWO OR MORE RELATED 
FEATURES; each individual element may be similar to others or may build upon common 
design elements with a design that takes on the character of the immediate area in which 
it is located. This type of landmark is often used to distinguish different neighbourhoods 
or districts along a route or within a community. The recurrent use of Lighthouses in 
Southampton is an example of a landmark series.

G U I DE L I N E S

Landmark Gateway
Single Location

Multiple Location
Landmark 
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   • Improve Community Identity and Legibility by using strategic locations;
   • Landmark buildings, murals, sculptures, signs, and other public art connects residents and   
    visitors to the area.
   • Landmarks can include views off the corridor. 
    • Priority should be given to establishing and maintaining healthy street trees along streets   
     that meet the corridor as well as along the corridor itself to provide a stronger connection   
     between the “face” of residential Port Elgin on the corridor and the neighbourhoods located  
     behind.
 • Reflect Local Culture and surrounding features in landmark design;
  • Flags, banner poles, lighting, and public art should be used to define districts and nearby   
   attractions.
 • Foster intrigue and interest using creativity, boldness and consistency;
  • The waterfront design vision should be interpreted in a variety of mediums, for example   
   through lamp posts and fixtures, banners and oversized beach themed art.
 • Consider Sustainability and Durability in design and construction;
  • Landmarks should be timeless and of continuing relevance to the community.
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2. The Street
  
2.1. Roadways and Access  
The Highway 21 corridor does double-duty as the primary route for through traffic and the centre of the 
Town’s commercial activity. In recognition of this reality, it is important that developments along the corridor 
maintain or improve the efficiency of automobile travel while providing local access to people stopping to 
use services and amenities of the corridor.  Further, the roadway travel experience should be of the highest 
quality in order to encourage travelers to stop and shop.  

The roadway itself should feature:
 • Driving lanes that are straight and clearly marked; 
  • Transitions from 4 to 2 lanes should be well-marked and signed.
 • Landscaped Medians and boulevards in selected areas to separate traffic, support pedestrians,   
  and increase street enclosure;
  • Pedestrians should not have to cross more than 14.6 metres of asphalt without a median or   
    traffic island rest point;
    • Landscaped medians should be introduced into the transitional districts through the reduction  
     of the 4 drive aisles to 2 lanes and a turning lane when the highway is next upgraded.  
    • In the interim, signage and road paint should be used to indicate more clearly the transition   
     from 4 lanes to 2 lanes + parking
    • Medians on broad roadways should be a minimum 3 metres in width to accommodate a   
     single row of trees;
 • Managed Access with combined entrances and joint-access agreements established in order to   
   reduce the number of driveways on the corridor and maintain traffic flow; 
  • A development should only have one access driveway onto the corridor unless it can be   
    demonstrated that more than one driveway is required;
  • Driveways providing access to a site should be single- or double-lane only; wide curb cuts   
    providing direct access to parking stalls should not be permitted;
  • Driveway access requirements and configuration should be reviewed for all new and    
    redevelopments; redevelopment of sites with multiple driveways or wide driveway access
    should include reduction of the number of driveways and formalization of single- or double-  
    lane driveways wherever possible.
  • The preferred driveway location for a development is at a secondary street that meets the   
    corridor at an existing intersection;
  • Local access through back streets should be provided where possible;
  • Driveways related to businesses should be separated by at least 25 metres;
  • New driveways associated with a single development or redevelopment should be permitted   
    only if driveway sharing is not possible; easements for access to and from adjacent properties   
    should be secured for developments as a condition of site plan approval.
 • Aligned entrances so that driveways across the street from each other line up;
  • Wherever possible, access to developments should use existing signalized intersections; 
  • New signalized intersections should be avoided to maintain traffic flow;
  • Overlapping left hand turns should be avoided. 
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2.2. Active Transportation   
As we learn more about how our built environment affects our health, we are realizing how important safe, 
comfortable alternatives to driving are to physical activity levels.  Creating a people-friendly environment 
that connects to the broader community promotes a healthy lifestyle and encourages people to leave their 
cars and walk or roll around. Active routes, including sidewalks and amenity areas, on-street cycling (and 
other forms of wheeled transportation), and connecting lanes and trails should provide pleasant, efficient and 
accessible transportation options for pedestrians including those whose mobility may be limited.  

Streetscapes and Sidewalks   
Streetscapes and sidewalks are the backbone of active transportation opportunities along the corridor. At the 
most basic level, streets and sidewalks provide a way to get from one place to another; but great streets are 
destinations in and of themselves. People will rush down uninviting or unremarkable streets, but will linger, 
meander, and enjoy the journey along a pleasant streetscape. 
 
The streetscape along the corridor should:
 • Connect places with consistent, easy opportunities to walk and roll;
  • Connect the missing links to provide a continuous active route along the length of the corridor;
    • Sidewalks should be constructed along Pearson Avenue to connect Goderich Street to the   
     G.H. Robertson sports fields.
  • Provide access from public active routes to new and existing development entrances, as well as  
    to neighbourhoods and open spaces;
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  • Follow the natural path of travel parallel to the improved roadway; 
    • While active routes do not need to be perfectly straight, deviations from the natural path   
     should be minor and should increase the functionality and aesthetics of the route.
  • Include pedestrian crossings at strategic locations to calm traffic while giving pedestrians a   
    comfortable, safe place to cross the street;
    • Crossing points should be provided, on average, every 100 metres in commercial areas.
  • Provide visible, well-lit, and clearly signed places to leave cars, bikes, and scooters;
    • Bike and scooter parking should be close to individual destinations and entrances, in public 
view,      covered (if possible) and located to maintain a clear pedestrian route.  
 • Be safe for pedestrians, cyclists, and vehicles;
  • Maintain a travel portion that is free of obstructions such as street furniture, poles, hydrants,   
    etc. for a minimum width of 1.5 metres;
  • Align sidewalks with crosswalks to provide straight, clear access;
  • Use complementary materials to define and prioritize pedestrian, bicycle, and motor vehicle   
    areas where they cross streets;
  • Use contrasting colours and materials to mark signs, steps, and grade changes; 
  • Provide clearly defined pedestrian routes within developments and parking areas;
  • Maintain sidewalks over private crossings to emphasize the pedestrian right-of-way;
  • Buffer pedestrians from vehicle traffic with space, treed boulevards, amenity strips, or on street  
    parking as circumstances permit; 
   • Ensure that pedestrians have an unobstructed view for the 10.0 metres leading up to
    intersections and the 5.0 metres leading up to driveways; obstructions include parked cars,   
    street trees, signal control boxes, utility poles, and landscaping berms.
 • Create a comfortable atmosphere for active travel along the corridor;
  • Establish pedestrian scale with appropriately sized lighting standards that provide even, direct   
    lighting and reflect the community design vision;
    • Light fixtures illuminating pedestrian areas should be installed at 4-5 metre height, using   
     fully-shielded fixtures;
  • Animate the street by creating opportunities for leisurely enjoyment of the space;
    • Locate uses that support the street (such as restaurant seating) along the public sidewalk;
    • Street fixtures and furniture should be in keeping with the residential character of the area

Traffic Lanes
Parking

Buffer Area
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Continuous Sidewalk
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Unobstructed View
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Parking Parking
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    • The Town should develop standards for street furniture that is appropriate to each area and   
     encourage developers to follow the standards for onsite furniture.
 • Be green with street trees and planting areas for shade, enclosure, natural beauty, and relief from   
  the hard surfaces of the Town; climate and traffic conditions along Highway 21 create a windy   
  and salty environment that is very hard on ladnscaping materials. Hardy, salt-tolerant species   
  should be used along the corridor edges. Sand and beach grasses may be useful landscaping   
  elements to create a resilient streetscape that reflects the waterfront design vision.
  • Street trees should be established and maintained in boulevards and amenity strips;
    • As the opportunity arises, sidewalks should be relocated to provide a continuous 1.6 metre   
     wide grassed and treed boulevard between the curb edge and the sidewalk for increased   
     pedestrian buffering.
    • The centerline of the tree trunk should be located a minimum of 1.0 metres from the curb   
     face and 0.6 metres from the edge of the sidewalk.
    • Deciduous trees with a narrow trunk and modest canopy should be selected to maintain   
     visibility and provide shade;
   • Pervious pavement materials and subsurface soilbeds are encouraged to allow for the    
    infiltration of runoff from the sidewalk before it enters the street to maximize the water quality   
    entering the planting strip; and
  • Wherever buildings are set back from the street, a second row of trees, in addition to boulevard  
    street trees between the street and the sidewalk, should be established on the opposite side of   
    the sidewalk.

 Greenspace   
Courtyards, parkettes, and squares give a bit of breathing room and often become a focal point of the 
community.  These areas offer respite both physically (a place to sit) and visually (breaking up the urban 
landscape).  

Park Place has the opportunity to serve as a resting point between the downtown and the highway 
commercial / recreation complex area to the North, and should be improved to include elements to create a 
resting place.

The quality of this and other green spaces along the corridor can be improved with:
 • Identifiable features to enhance the waterfront design vision of the community and animate the   
  space;
 • Furnishings like bicycle racks, benches, garbage receptacles, etc that reflect the character of the   
  district; see the landmark discussion (section 1.1);
 • Vegetation that is sustainable within the urban context; and
 • Visibility that enables easy, natural public surveillance as a design objective.

There are several green spaces along the corridor. In some cases, remnant parcels associated with 
development may be suggested to the Town as park areas. Should the Town choose to accept any further 
parcels as parkland, the parcel should be fully landscaped and furnished with a design that integrates the park 
into the corridor streetscape in accordance with the above guidelines.
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Laneways  
Laneways provide a secondary movement system that connects the corridor with the community. Laneways 
along the corridor are intimate passageways that are used for occasional service access and parking. Some 
lanes represent an opportunity to develop pedestrian-priority access between beaches / trails / residential 
areas and the corridor. 

Development of active transportation opportunities along lanes should incorporate:
 • Landscape improvements that transition from hard material landscaping in intensive urban areas   
  to softer materials in residential areas;
 • Animating Features where this secondary/pedestrian movement system connects to the grid   
  (such as sidewalk bulbouts, trees, planters, public art);
 • Water Permeable Surfaces wherever possible especially as connections become less formal in   
  the neighbourhood areas;
 • Security considerations that include lighting and landscaping designed to limit opportunities for   
  people to hide.

Trails  
The Saugeen Rail Trail provides a non-motorized ‘highway’ through and between Port Elgin and 
Southampton.  The Saugeen Shores Parks and Trails Master Plan (2004) also calls for the incorporation of 
trails wherever possible in new development or redevelopments in the Town.  The Town is making headway 
with improvements to the local trail system, including connections to parks and stormwater management 
facilities, other neighbourhoods, and other trails. While this plan includes recommendations for bringing trail 
crossings to and across the corridor, it provides little information in regard to active transportation geared 
towards accessing businesses or amenities along the corridor itself. 

As development continues to shape and reshape the corridor, the Parks and Trails Master Plan should be 
updated to:
 • Develop opportunities for commuting along the recreational trail system, including frequent   
  connections to neighbourhoods and the downtown;
  • Off-corridor connectivity could be improved by further formalizing and planting trees to define  
   the trail between Bricker St and Pierson Avenue.
 • Define trail / route crossing points with signs and hard and soft landscaping, including special   
  pavers or stamped asphalt on road crossings and rest points with seating at major trail gateways;   
  and
 • Improve signage for cyclists along recommended cycling routes that communicates where they   
  are and how to get where they want to go.
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 2.3. Wayfinding and Signage  
People need to be able to figure out where they are and how to find things they want to see or do. A clear 
signage system plays a significant role.  In 2008, the Municipality of Saugeen Shores partnered with the 
County of Bruce to develop a tourist-oriented wayfinding system including gateway signs, street makers, 
interpretive markers, and pedestrian map directories. Signs within the community carry a header element that 
takes its design from that individual community’s gateway sign.   

In addition to ‘public’ signs, commercial signs play an important role in identifying commercial buildings 
and help attract customers. Signs are particularly important in identifying locations and attracting motorists 
traveling along the corridor. 

Signs should be:
 • Visible so that they can be read; 
  • Signs should be readable with minimal eye movement, head turning, or squinting;
  • Signs perpendicular to the direction of travel can be read from a distance, and drivers    
   and pedestrians do not have to turn their heads to read them;
 • Clear so that they communicate what they need to convey;
  • Signs should describe or symbolize what is available as opposed to just the business name so   
   that people can find out what is being offered.
  • Contrasting colours and easily understood symbols are helpful for people with impaired vision   
   or limited English literacy;
 • Connected to the design vision of the business, the building, and the community;
  • Signs should contribute to the design vision of the Town and the architecture of the building in   
   their scale, materials, design, and quality of construction;
  • Signs should be ground signs, window signs, or fascia signs. Signage that is not part of the   
   building should be no more than 2.5 metres in height;
  • Exterior signs should have a 3-dimensional design with depth and texture incorporated as   
   features;
  • Rooftop, pylon, portable/temporary, backlit, and billboard signs are discouraged.
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3. The Site  
3.1. Buildings  

Size, Shape, and Location  
Building design can greatly impact the way people interact with and enjoy a community.  Buildings 
should be designed to be pedestrian in scale, relate to the street, and encourage a positive streetscape. 
Redevelopments in the transition area are encouraged to accommodate a mixture of uses and to maintain a 
residential component.

New buildings and redevelopments should be:

 • Scaled in a way that supports and maintains the historical pattern of building development along   
  the corridor; 
  • Massing in the transition zones should be consistent with the existing residential character of   
   the area. Additions to or enlargements of buildings should maintain the integrity of the front   
   façade; in most cases this will be achieved by locating additions behind the existing building. 
  • New buildings should be of a similar width to that of existing buildings in the area; where
   significantly greater width is proposed, such as for townhouse or commercial applications, the
   building should use materials and varied setbacks along the building face to reflect the   
   proportions of existing buildings in the district;

 •  Multi-use or multi-tenant buildings should be designed to show where   
  their internal space is divided.
  • Buildings should be spaced in relation to surrounding buildings to
  contribute to the rhythm of the corridor.  Larger buildings and   
  buildings with significantly different height than those around them
  require larger spacing; Smaller, more detailed, or more consistently   
  sized buildings can be located closer together. 
• Situated to create a sense of enclosure, safety, and comfort by ensuring
 the interaction with the street is appropriate;
 • Developments should strive to create an inviting entrance. Main   
  entrances should be located on the public street side of the building,   
  though a secondary entrance may be necessary where    
  parking is provided;
 • Developments on corner lots should use buildings to define the corner   
  and realize the landmark potential of these highly-visible locations.   
  Buildings at corner locations should address both street frontages;
 • Buildings adjacent to public spaces should be sited and designed to   
  define and enhance the public space. 
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 • Similar in height to neighbouring buildings; 
  • A one-storey height difference is appropriate between adjacent buildings or additions. Changes   
   greater than one story can be accommodated by using a porch or colonnade, belt course of   
    bricks, “stepped” increase, and/or roof details to ease transitions; 
  • Buildings abutting residential properties should present a maximum 2 storey (8.0m) height at   
   the rear setback line, with additional height permitted to be scaled up at a 45 degree plane to a   
   maximum of 4 storeys.
  • Where buildings exceed three storeys in height, additional consideration should be given to   
   details that maintain pedestrian scale.
 • Set back from the street similar to neighbouring structures to create a consistent streetscape;
  • Generally, buildings should be located at the minimum front setback line or the average
   established building line, whichever is less, in order to reinforce the street edge.  Small   
   variations in setbacks may be permitted to enable dooryard / courtyard seating and patio areas;
  • Buildings near the downtown core will be closest to the street, to make things feel more like   
   an outdoor room;
  • Larger developments can be set back further from the street provided that smaller buildings   
   on independent foundations are used to define the site corners and provide continuity along the   
   public streetscape, and provided that clear pedestrian routes are provided to rear buildings;
  • Side and rear setbacks should be established which will not negatively impact neighbouring   
   buildings and open spaces with respect to sun/shadow and sight lines. 
  • Increased setbacks and/or landscape buffers should be established where commercial areas abut  
   residential zones.

Rear Elevation:
Building plane is 45˚ beginning
at the rear lot line.

Front Elevation:
Upper storeys setback at
45˚ angle from the 
main building level. Building at street face is minimum 2 storeys.

Refects height of adjacent buildings.

Fence

Maintain average setback along the street face.

Scaling Buildings to Fit the Neighbourhood
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Fit and Finish  
Built form further influences the street and community atmosphere by reflecting the local context. The 
cultural heritage of Saugeen Shores includes mills and factories, active ports, and recreational development. 
These activities have resulted in a wide variety of Commercial, Residential, Mixed-Use, and Industrial 
buildings. Materials, colours, and details used in the Town have resulted in an interesting but somewhat 
eclectic townscape that would benefit from some underlying order.  Careful attention to building details 
such as the placement and proportions of windows, doors, and other architectural details can improve the 
coherence of a building and the street.  The goal is to respect history and successful previous developments 
while expressing a unique image and imagination. 

Therefore, development and redevelopment should:

 • Reference the waterfront design vision with high-quality design and construction that enhances  
  the built environment of the community;
  • Reuse existing buildings and site materials to contribute to the sustainability of the site   
   and community and to the conservation of site and community heritage.
 • Increase coherence by considering the best features of the site and surrounding developments.   
  Coherence could be increased by:
  • Scaling a design feature, such as a roof style, to a new development; 
  • Detailing the building with a material that complements the material used on an adjacent   
   building; 
  • Copying the size, spacing, and/or height of windows, cornices, and/or belt courses on an   
   adjacent building.
 • Define the building and create active, pedestrian-scaled facades by using windows, doors, sign   
  boards, cornices, articulation of materials and textures, variations in wall planes, and other   
  architectural features that contribute to the design;
  • Exterior building materials should be durable and of high aesthetic quality.  The use of
   distinctively local materials including wood, brick, and stone is encouraged; the use of stucco   

Highway Commercial Corridor Neighbourhood Highway CommercialCorridor NeighbourhoodDowntown
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   and vinyl siding is discouraged.
  • Designs should emphasize the building entrance, balance the building mass, and maintain the   
   general pattern of windows, doors, and details along the street;
  • Seating areas, balconies, and porches are encouraged in front and exterior side yards;
  • Architectural detailing should extend around the building; no visible building face may be   
   unimproved;
  • Canopies and awnings are permitted along building walls in accordance with Town By-Laws.
 • Use roofs to provide visual interest for the public streetscape; 
  • The height of the building or façade facing the street should be maximized (i.e. by maximizing   
   ceiling height, parapet height, etc.) to achieve an appropriate scale to define the street; 
  • The height of an unvaried roof surface along the street face should be no more than 1.5 times   
   the height of the finished wall; 
  • Screening for rooftop-mounted mechanical systems should be incorporated into the design;
  • Solar panels may be visible but should complement, not dominate the building design
  • Roofs should be designed such that snow shedding will not obstruct or endanger users of public  
   or private sidewalks that provide access to the site;
  • Flat or low-pitched rooftops on residential developments should include gardens and/ or patios   
   where possible.
 • Address functional requirements so that:
  • The visual and noise impact of service and loading areas on the surrounding environment is   
   minimized;
   •  Garbage and recycling storage areas should be located to the rear of the building, screened   
    from the street, and built out of robust building materials that complement the overall design. 
  • Loading zones are not visible from public streets unless there is no viable alternative;
   • Where no rear access is possible, it may be necessary for loading doors to be located along
    street facades. In these cases, doors should be integrated into the design and recessed from   
    the facade to minimize their impact on the streetscape.
  • Where site-planning constraints necessitate loading areas in visually prominent locations, such   
   areas are screened with integrated architectural elements that are consistent with the style and
   materials of the building; berms and landscaping may also be required to screen these    
   functions;
  • Storage of goods is within main building structures. Outdoor storage is to be avoided, and if   
   necessary should be in an area that is screened with architectural elements and landscaping and  
   continuous with the main building. 
   • Outdoor storage should be located in the rear yard and should not occupy parking spaces; 
   • Outdoor display areas should not interfere with pedestrian or vehicular circulation; outdoor   
    display areas should be submitted with site plan control drawings, and should not occupy   
    more than 15 percent of the front yard.
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Accessibility   
Barrier free buildings are good for business and good for the community. The Town of Saugeen Shores 
Accessibility Advisory Committee has the goal of making the community a barrier free municipality by 
preventing and removing all barriers to equal opportunity for residents and visitors with disabilities.  Equal 
access means equal opportunity! Further advice from the Town’s Accessibility Advisory Committee should 
be sought to ensure that emerging needs are being met.

Planning and site design for both new construction and redevelopment projects should strive to seamlessly 
integrate barrier-free design into the overall development including the interior of the building. The 
Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) provides thorough and mandatory regulations for 
accessibility, which are not reproduced here. All new projects and renovations are encouraged to review and 
follow the AODA regulations. The goal of the legislation is that Ontario will be fully accessible by the year 
2025.

Some design features that can go a long way towards improving accessibility include:
 • Clearly marked and illuminated, handicapped, scooter, and walker parking spaces with adequate   
  room for loading/unloading near the entrance of the building, preferably on the left side; 
 • Using larger print and contrasting colours for signage and other public information materials; 
 • Contrasting colours to mark doors and walls, curbs, ramps, steps, walkways  and speed bumps;  
 • Making entrances and emergency exits barrier-free, with doors that do not interfere with buttons,   
  ramps, etcetera; 
 • Ensuring that walkways are clearly marked with appropriate ramps and curbs that do not interfere  
  with the main vehicular traffic route; and
 • Inside the building, consider how the layouts of aisles, seating areas, counters, washrooms, and   
  fixtures (including fire alarms) can welcome disabled people and  provide barrier-free access to   
  other levels/floors.

3.2. Landscaping   
Landscaping provides context for a building, softening its edges and enhancing its relationship with the 
ground, the street, and its surroundings. Landscaping also provides a visual connection between buildings, 
their lots, and the surrounding communal open space network, and serves as a buffer between uses with 
different visual and functional characteristics. 

Landscaping should:
 • Be well designed and of high quality, maximizing soft landscaping to enhance the appearance of   
  the site from the street and public sidewalk;
  • Use attractive, low-maintenance, native varieties wherever possible
  • Provide tree planting along the perimeter of the lot in landscaped areas. Although trees are not   
   required to be placed in rows trees should be provided at an overall rate of one tree per 7.0   
   metres of linear lot line around the entire site;
  • Landscaping is expected for the full setback where one exists, and should include building   
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   entrances and seating areas;
  • Add texture at multiple heights, incorporating natural ground covers, flowers, shrubs, and trees;
  • Landscaping surrounding the parking area and within parking islands should use salt-tolerant   
   plant material and shrubs that can be attractively maintained at 0.6 metres height.
 • Limit impacts from the site on adjacent or visible transitional areas (i.e. natural features,   
  residential uses);
  • Mitigation measures such as sound attenuation fences with soft landscaping at rear and side site  
   edges should be required where appropriate;
  • Provide no less than a 3.0 metre wide landscaped area along the perimeter at the back and sides  
   of the site to accommodate tree planting, fencing, snow storage requirements, etc.  
   • 6.0 metre wide landscaped buffers should be established where commercial uses abut   
     residential uses.
 • Be Consistent with the landscaping treatments of nearby spaces;
  • Coordinate on-site landscaping with streetscape improvements in the public boulevard;
  • Development should have street trees, boulevard treatment, sod and sidewalks installed along   
   public street frontages.
 • Emphasize ease of access to the building by creating a well-defined and welcoming approach; 
  • Provide landscaping to ensure the site is comfortable and provides appropriate, safe pedestrian   
   circulation and places to rest;
  • Use landscaping to define the main entrance to the building and to define the vehicular entrance  
   of the driveway, where one is provided.
 • Retain natural features by minimizing the disruption of the natural environment;
  • Existing trees should be preserved as a priority for all developments;
  • Proponents should provide a natural heritage inventory and tree preservation plan at the time of  
   pre-submission consultation with the municipality;
  • Developments should have no net loss of tree canopy cover; tree planting in undeveloped areas  
   of the site, along roadways, and in parking areas should be aggressively undertaken. 
 • Include appropriate lighting;
  • Lighting should be integrated with the overall architecture and landscape design of the area to   
   define a sense of place, maintain pedestrian scale in commercial areas, and emphasize features   
   of the built form and landscape;
  • Lighting should be designed to promote pedestrian safety and well-being through even and   
   effective lighting;
  • Exterior lighting should use dark sky complent fixtures to eliminate the spillage of light onto   
   adjacent properties,  and the night sky;
  • For all exterior lighting, use energy efficient technology where possible. This not only fulfills   
   greening policy principles, but also will reduce the amount of light spillage into adjacent sites.
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3.3. Parking   
Parking areas should be easy to access and navigate but should not dominate the streetscape along the 
corridor. Parking opportunities are somewhat dependent upon individual site conditions and opportunities for 
shared parking and / or offsite parking may be possible.  

Parking areas should feature:
 • Minimal Visual Impact;
  • Locate parking areas to the rear and/or side of the principal building fronting onto the corridor;
  • Where site constraints make rear/side parking impossible, a maximum of 2 parking spaces may  
   be located in front of the principal building
  • Access to parking areas should be through a single- or double-lane driveway only; wide curb   
   cuts providing direct access to parking stalls should not be permitted;
  • Large parking areas should use landscaped and treed islands to create smaller parking areas;
  • Parking islands should be established within parking areas at a rate of one island,    
   accommodating two trees and landscaping between that is to be attractively maintained at 0.6   
   metres height, for every twenty (20) parking spaces;
  • Parking areas should be screened with at least one tree for every 7.0 metres of street frontage   
   and parking lot edge, and continuous landscaping between that is attractively maintained at a   
   height of 0.6 metres;
  • Screening design, height, and materials should reflect the design of the building and should   
   complement landscaping on adjacent sites.
 • Shared Use of parking spaces among adjacent uses to minimize paved surfaces: 
  • Consider shared parking among uses that have different peak demand times, for example   
   offices could share parking with restaurants / entertainment venues / places of worship.
 • Accessibility with clearly defined pedestrian routes;
  • Provide clear routes from parking areas and from the public sidewalk to the building entrance;
  • Primary pedestrian routes through the development should not cross primary vehicle routes;
  • Handicapped parking spaces should be provided within 30 metres of the building entrance.
 • Safe Design that promotes personal security, safe movement, and emergency access;
  • Internal roadways should reflect municipal construction standards;
  • Lighting should incorporate fully-shielded fixtures and be planned to provide even coverage   
   over the site, with no spillover onto adjacent properties;
  • Landscaping should avoid thick shrubs and conifers adjacent to public walkways and entrances;
  • Sites with access on two streets should be organized to avoid their use as a shortcut for through  
   motor vehicle traffic;
  • Adequate space should be provided for delivery, service, and emergency vehicles to manoeuvre 
;  • The main building entrance should not be located on the main vehicle entrance to the site.
       • Treed islands should be located to separate parking areas from primary driving routes;
 • Snow Storage areas that minimize the visual impact of large snow piles;
  • Snow storage areas should not be located along the street face;
  • Snow removal plans and snow storage areas should be illustrated on site plans prior to approval.

3.4. Other Facilities  
Drive-through facilities, gas stations and outdoor storage areas are not appropriate in this district. 
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4. The Environment    
As we are all aware, the way that we develop land greatly impacts our environment.  We have the ability to 
reduce the environmental footprint of our built form and improve the livability of our community. 

4.1. Climate and Energy   
We all need to do our part when it comes to the environment by protecting and enhancing climate and energy 
opportunities with new building development.  The LEED (or Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design) program has been growing in momentum since its inception.  This accredited program provides 
standards for environmentally sustainable construction that promotes environmental leadership in the 
building industry. 

New development and redevelopment along the corridor should take cues from LEED standards and consider 
opportunities to reduce energy needs and environmental impact through:

 • Efficient Roofs that provide environmental gains, such as green roofs to improve insulation,   
  capture carbon dioxide, and control storm water; or highly reflective roof surfaces to cut down on  
  heat absorption;
 • Orienting buildings along the street face, but with the longer dimension pointing generally north/  
  south where possible;
 • Locally-Sourced Materials and Resources that reduce energy usage; 
 • Natural Lighting for daytime needs whenever possible; 
 • Indoor Environmental Quality is a key consideration and steps to promote and foster a healthy   
  environment should be encouraged; and
 • Planting Trees strategically to serve as windbreaks and provide summer shade; Existing shade   
  trees in this district limit the urban heat island, with benefits that extend beyond its boundaries.   
  Changes in land use should maintain or increase shade cover.
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4.2. Stormwater Management  
High water quality is one of our best assets, and Stormwater Management is therefore one of the most 
important environmental aspects of development; it is also among the simplest.  Low site coverage / high 
permeability is a feature of the transition areas that contributes to water quality; new and re-developments 
are required to manage stormwater onsite and are encouraged to use natural infiltration in their stormwater 
management design.

Development should utilize bioretention areas and pervious pavements wherever possible and particularly 
where development site coverage (building + parking) encompasses more than 35% of the site.

• Bioretention Areas are another effective way of managing on-site stormwater.  These areas are often   
 used to treat surface runoff from parking lots and are soil and plant based areas that filter runoff from the
 site by mimicking natural systems.  Bioretention areas can be applied in almost any soil conditions as   
 runoff percolates through a prepared soil bed and is returned to the stormwater system. It is also possible
 to design a bioretention system like an infiltration system. A typical application is a recessed, slotted-  
 curb parking island. Successful bioretention areas typically include the following considerations: 
 • The surface area of the bioretention system should be between 5 to 10 percent of the impervious area   
  it is draining;
 • Bioretention areas are best applied to areas with shallow slopes (usually 5 percent or less);
 • Bioretention should be separated from the water table to ensure that the groundwater does not intersect
  with the bottom of the bioretention area. 
 • Pretreatment to remove suspended sediments that can clog the system;
 • A ponding area for surface storage of stormwater before it filters through the soil bed;
 • An organic mulch layer to protect the soil layer from erosion, retain moisture for plants, and host   
  biological activity that decomposes organic pollutants and adsorbs inorganic pollutants;
 • A planting soil bed to retain water and provide nutrients to support plant life.  Stormwater filtration   
  through the planting soil bed further removes pollutants by absorption and biodegradation;
 • An under-drain, consisting of a perforated pipe installed in a gravel bed beneath a sand bed to direct   
  filtered stormwater to an outflow or secondary system. Overflow structures should also be included to   
  convey flow from large storms to the storm drain system; and
 • Plants to remove water through transpiration, remove pollutants, enhance soil biological activity, and   
  promote water infiltration. Plant species selected should replicate a native forest or grassland system,   
  and be able to survive flooded conditions.
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• Bioswales are gently sloped, vegetated ditches that slow the flow of rainwater runoff into the sewer   
 system.  Bioswales are used on parking lots and along any hard impervious surface to slow rainwater   
 and allow absorption of automotive pollutants; at downspouts to slow and direct rooftop rainwater.  A
 bioswale will only be effective when it is designed correctly. Important elements to consider when   
 designing a bioswale are:
 • The slope should be steep enough to prevent ponding and shallow enough to slow water velocity -   
  about 1.0% to 4.0%. Soils must not readily drain water; the goal is to get cleaner water to flow   
  downstream;
 • A wider channel allows for maximum filtering surface and for slower water spreading throughout   
  the channel. Extra width prevents shallow flows from concentrating and gullying, thereby maximizing  
  the filtering by vegetation structure;
 • The roughness coefficient varies with the type of vegetative cover and flow depth. There should
  be sufficient roughness to slow water velocity and to allow water to contact vegetation within its   
  journey through the bioswale;
 • The flow depth should not exceed the height of the vegetation, mainly grass. A maximum depth of 10   
  centimetres is recommended;
 • The flow velocity should be low enough to provide adequate retention time within the channel
  Maximum flow velocity should be 0.3 metres per second to allow water quality treatment. 2-year
  storm events should be non-erosive, usually having not greater than a 1.2-1.5 metre per second   
  velocity; and
 • The length of the channel should be long enough to provide approximately 10 minutes of retention   
  time.
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• Pervious Pavement allows precipitation to infiltrate by way of vertical pore spaces in the paving   
 material.  A pervious pavement system may include use of porous concrete or asphalt, cobbles, bricks, or
 other evenly spaced paving units. Paving systems can also integrate vegetation within spaces in the   
 paving units, augmenting the infiltration and filtration capacity. The pavement surface must allow water   
 to infiltrate to a permeable infiltration medium below.
 • An underdrain system may be required where soils beneath the paving system do not allow adequate   
  infiltration (more than 5 centimetres per hour);
 • Slopes should be less than 5% to allow infiltration rather than runoff;
 • Integration with other stormwater management systems improves the effectiveness of both systems.   
  For example, placing a vegetated filter strip around the pervious pavement will reduce sediment   
  transport to the project area, reducing the amount of maintenance required.
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